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Summary
• Why to introduce such a topic

• UN SDSN and Sustainable Development Goals
• Physics for Sustainability & Sustainability for Physics
– Summer Schools
– Fostering best practice in school

Introduction

Sustainability
 Central role in Human Societies
 In Nature
unsustainable use of
natural resources

extinction
How
long ?

Sustainability
 unsustainable use of natural resources
Human society

Societal collapse
Societal collapse broadly includes abrupt societal failures such
as that of the Mayan Civilization, as well as more extended
gradual declines of cultures, institutions, or a civilization like the
fall of the Western Roman Empire.
Easter Island provides the best historical example of a societal
collapse in an isolated system.
Jared M. Diamond, Collapse: How societies choose to fail or succeed. Southern
Utah University, 2012.

United Nations promote sustainability
Sustainable Development was
adopted at the Rio+20 Summit as
the organizing principle for the
Post-2015 global goals.

Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs)
U.N. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
SOLUTIONS NETWORK (SDSN):

ESTABLISHED BY SECRETARYGENERAL BAN KI-MOON TO FOSTER
A GLOBAL NETWORK OF PROBLEM
SOLVING, EMPOWER UNIVERSITIES,
PROMOTE PUBLIC-PRIVATE
SOLUTION INITIATIVES

www.medunsdsn.unisi.it/

Educational actions
Sustainability
unvoidable issue for citizenship curriculum
and scientific literacy
too often used and abused by mass media

• Physics Education for Sustainability &
Sustainability for Physics Education in secondary
school (since 2014)
– Summer Schools of Physics
– USiena-Game
– Fostering best practices in school

Physics Education for Sustainability
 How expertise of investigating the physical world can
contribute to finding sustainable solutions.

 Physics can help
 Problem Posing and Solving
 Technical skills like measures, estimates,
approximations, modelling
Interdisciplinary context

The Scientific Method
theoretical model

experimental reality

find effective solutions in real complex contexts

Sustainability for Physics Education
 enhance interest and motivation

 clarify methods and basic concepts
 focus on interdisciplinarity

 standard lab activities become more interesting and
useful

 new lab can be designed and realized
 teachers can be involved in professional empowerment

and in active applied physics educational research

Summer school of physics
Since 2006 in Siena countryside
 35-40 motivated and talented students attending last years of secondary
schools in Siena, Arezzo and Grosseto (20 schools)
 focus on physics laboratories, active and cooperative learning, peers
communications.
2014

Physics for sustainability. Science and knowledge for a better world

Energy

Food

Marine Plastic debris

excellent feedback by students and teachers
2015

Let’s measure the world.
Physical tools for finding sustainable solutions (next September)

Pienza (SI)

Examples of Materials

sostenibilità borderline

sostenibilità naïf

sostenibilità
stabile ma esposta
agli imprevisti
sostenibilità basata su
leggi naturali e
pratiche attive
adeguate

Examples: Problem Posing and Solving
Initial problem: estimating a physical quantity in a real context
relevant to the theme
Modeling, approximate, check, refine the model
Hidden variables? Which experiments for

V

validating or confuting the hypotheses?
Critical use of the network ......

Examples: Problem Posing and Solving
Scale factor: Searching for problems related to the theme in a local
scale, intermediate, macroscopic and find possible solutions
Which action could promote sustainable to mitigate the actual
unsustainability involving my family and my friends
Or the whole school, or all sailors or ......
Discussion to choose the problem and assess the physical impact. Is
the proposed solution significant, economically viable, socially
acceptable?

Back to the school
Teachers attending to the summer school suggested to realize a learning path
on food, energy and sustainability in their school for all students.
Financial support by Regional Government 2014-15






Motivation through connection to Expo 2015
Introduction to sustainability (a missing topic in curriculum)
Strong interdisciplinary Physics-Science (Chemistry, Biology)
Revisited Physics lab, new Science and Phys Lab
Focus on individual and collective choice in the topic
High School (a small one)
Classic and Scientific section
Participants
Students
50
(age 14-18 )
Teachers 2+1
Lab tech 1
University

1 + 1 PhD student
2 (seminars) + 1 Tech staff

How much energy in a food
The supplied energy to the human body is trivialized by the indication of
the calories on the packaging but it is completely disconnected from
the students' scientific knowledge.
How much energy is available to the body by eating a food and which
relationship with the calories listed on the package? Pr. Solving/Lab
How much energy for food processing, packaging, distribution,
preparation and consumption?
Pr. Solv./Lab
How much fossil fuel for obtaining a portion of spaghetti? Or a banana?
Pr. Posing and Solving

Can we measure these energies in laboratory or estimate them by looking
for information in database or elsewhere?

Is my favorite menu sustainable? Which carbon or water footprint it has?
Pr. Posing and Solving

How much energy in a food
A device designed by students in Science Lab for measuring calories
content in a small food.

But quantities are
always less or much less

than the ones in database.

Students focused their attention to humidity
It is an important factor but don’t explain the lack of reproducibility in almost all
experiments (until 40 times less for the same food).

How much energy in a food
How can calories be measured in Physics Lab?

Mahler bomb calorimeter enables to measure the heat of combustion of a lot of
solid and liquid substances. The heat, resulting from the combustion reaction of
the fuel in an atmosphere enriched with oxygen, is absorbed by a known mass
of water where temperature rise is checked.

Q = mc(T2 T1) + C(T2 T1)

Too expansive and dangerous in a school!

How much energy in a food
Thus a new devise was designed , tested in department and finally
adapted to school laboratory
The modified bomb calorimeter enables to measure the heat of
combustion by pumping a flux of air. The combustion gases are forced to
gurgle in a thermal isolated amount of water.

Science Lab vs. Physics Lab
The modified bomb calorimeter allows to obtain full reproducibility in
measurements and quantities are in good agreement with calories in
database.
The learning path shows clearly that Science Lab is focused on qualitative
observations (useful and good for distinguish main contents of a food, in
terms of lipids, sugars and proteins). In fact, usually teacher never
propose to estimate them for any quantity determined there.
On the other side, Physics Lab is focused on quantitative measurements,
uncertainties are almost every time estimated.
The two different experimental points of view are complementary and
together give a much deeper insight in natural phenomena.

Conclusions
Food and energy is a good choice for introducing students to sustainability.
Motivation and interest were enhanced in students and in teachers too.
New paths in laboratory were designed and remain available for curricular
education.
A clarification in basic topics was achieved
 Differences in estimates and measurements

Qualitative Lab vs. Quantitative Lab
 Which means sustainability in this context

Are we fostering best practice in this schools? Yes, all teachers
declare that they will continue these experience in the next
years.

Thanks for your attention

